About BAM

BAM promotes safety in technology and chemistry.

As a BMWi departmental research institute, BAM performs research, testing and offers advisory support to protect people, the environment and material goods. Its activity in the fields of materials science, materials engineering and chemistry is focussed on the technical safety of products and processes.

BAM’s research is directed towards substances, materials, building elements, components and facilities as well as natural and technical systems important for the national economy and relevant to society. It also tests and assesses their safe handling and operation. BAM develops and validates analysis procedures and assessment methods, models and necessary standards and provides science-based services for the German industry in a European and international framework.

Plan your visit at BAM

We have compiled some travel information for you.

Contact

Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und -prüfung (BAM)
Unter den Eichen 87
12205 Berlin (Steglitz)
Phone: +49 30 8104-0
Email: info@bam.de

Getting directions

BVG https://www.bvg.de/de
S-Bahn Berlin https://sbahn.berlin/
Deutsche Bahn: https://www.bahn.de/p/view/index.shtml
VBB https://www.vbb.de/
ADAC https://maps.adac.de/
Locations

There are three BAM locations in Berlin at four addresses, and there is a BAM Test Site for Technical Safety (BAM TTS) 60 km south of Berlin. We advise to use your travel planner before you visit us.

The following public transport connections are just a few of the many ways to get to us by S-Bahn, U-Bahn and bus. Please check the website or app of the Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe (BVG, Berlin public transport) for current construction works or technical disruptions.

https://www.bvg.de/de
BVG overview plan (PDF)

Addresses

BAM Headquarters
Unter den Eichen 87, 12205 Berlin Steglitz
Deliveries and access for registered motor vehicles via Mörchinger Straße

S-Bahn Lichterfelde-West or bus M48 to Von-Laue-Straße

Arrival from Berlin Hauptbahnhof (main station)
Approx. 40 minutes by public transport
Take S3, S5, S7 or S9 to S-Friedrichstraße, change to S1, get off S-Lichterfelde-West

Arrival from Airport Tegel
Approx. 50 minutes by public transport
Take bus 109 to Jakob-Kaiser-Platz, change to U7, get off U-Yorckstraße, change to S1 and get off S-Lichterfelde-West

Arrival from Airport Schönefeld
Approx. 60 minutes by public transport
5 minute walk to S45 to S-Schöneberg, change to S1, get off S-Lichterfelde-West

Information and maps
BAM Branch Fabeckstraße
Unter den Eichen 44-46, 12203 Berlin Steglitz
S-Bahn Botanischer Garten or bus M48 bis Asternplatz

Arrival from Berlin Hauptbahnhof (main station)
Approx. 40 minutes by public transport
Take S3, S5, S7 or S9 to S-Friedrichstraße, change to S1, get off S-Bahn Botanischer Garten, 5 minute walk

Arrival from Airport Tegel
Approx. 50 minutes by public transport
Bus 109 bis Jakob-Kaiser-Platz, dann U7 bis U-Yorckstraße, umsteigen in die S1 bis S-Botanischer Garten, 5 minute walk

Arrival from Airport Schönefeld
Approx. 60 minutes by public transport
5 minute walk to S45 to S-Schöneberg, change to S1, get off S-Botanischer Garten. 5 minute walk

Information and maps

BAM Branch Adlershof
Richard-Willstätter-Straße 11, 12489 Berlin Adlershof

S-Bahn Adlershof, approx. 15 minutes walk

Arrival from Berlin Hauptbahnhof (main train station)
Approx. 40 minutes by public transport
Take S3, S5 or S7 to S-Ostkreuz, change to S45, S9 or S85 to S-Adlershof, change to bus 260, get off Albert-Einstein-Straße, 5 minute walk

Arrival from Airport Tegel
Approx. 60 minutes by public transport
Bus TXL to Berlin main train station (Hauptbahnhof), S3, S5 or S7 to S-Ostkreuz, change to S45, S9 or S85 to S-Adlershof, change to bus 260, get off Albert-Einstein-Straße, 5 minute walk

Arrival from Airport Schönefeld
Approx. 40 minutes by public transport
Take bus X7 to U-Rudow, change to bus 162, get off Magnusstraße, 5 minute walk

Information and maps
BAM at Europa-Center (AHM EC)
Rudower Chaussee 11, 12489 Berlin Adlershof

S-Bahn Adlershof, 5 minute walk

**Arrival from Berlin Hauptbahnhof (main station)**
Approx. 40 minutes by public transport
Take S3, S5 or S7 to S-Östkreuz, change to S45, S9 or S85 to S-Adlershof, 5 minute walk

**Arrival from Airport Tegel**
Approx. 60 minutes by public transport
Take bus TXL to Berlin main station (Hauptbahnhof), change to S3, S5 or S7 to S-Östkreuz, change to S45, S9 or S85, get off S-Adlershof, 5 minute walk

**Arrival from Airport Schönefeld**
Approx. 40 minutes by public transport
Take bus X7 to U-Rudow, change to bus 162, get off Walter-Nernst-Straße

**Information and maps**

**BAM Test Site for Technical Safety**
An der Düne 44, OT Horstwalde, 15837 Baruth/Mark
**Information, maps, directions**

**Sightseeing in Berlin**
https://www.visitberlin.de/de
How to find BAM

HEADQUARTERS

BAM Headquarters
Unter den Eichen 87
12205 Berlin
Phone: +49 30 8104-0

HOW TO REACH BAM HEADQUARTERS BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The area map below shows you how to reach BAM headquarters by public transport. On the following page, you will find a layout of BAM headquarters.

For more information on public transport, please visit the homepage of VBB (Verkehrsbetriebe Berlin-Brandenburg) and enter “Von-Laue-Str.” (approx. 1 minute walking distance) or “S Lichterfelde West” (approx. 10 minutes walking distance).
HOW TO FIND BAM

BRANCH FAKECKSTRAẞE

BAM Branch Fabeckstraße
Unter den Eichen 44-46
12203 Berlin
Phone: +49 30 8104-0

HOW TO REACH BAM BRANCH FABECKSTRAẞE BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The area map below shows you how to reach BAM Branch Fabeckstraße by public transport. On the following page, you will find a layout of the area.

For more information, please visit the homepage of VBB (Verkehrsbetriebe Berlin-Brandenburg) and enter “Asternplatz” (1 minute walking distance).
Zweiglände Fabekstraße | Unter den Eichen 44-46 | 12203 Berlin
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89 Büro- und Laboratoriumsgebäude
HOW TO FIND BAM

BRANCH ADLERSHOF

Branch Adlershof
Richard-Willstätter-Straße 11
12489 Berlin
Phone: +49 30 8104-0

Branch Adlershof
BAM at the Europa-Center
Rudower Chaussee 11 - 13
12489 Berlin
Phone: +49 30 8104-0

HOW TO REACH BAM BRANCH ADLERSHOF BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The area map below shows you how to reach BAM branch Adlershof by public transport. On the following page, you will find a layout of the area.

For more information, please visit the homepage of VBB (Verkehrsbetriebe Berlin-Brandenburg) and enter “5 Adlershof” (approx. 15 minutes walking distance).
Zweiggelände | Richard-Willstätter-Straße 11 | 12489 Berlin
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8.18 Bürogebäude
There is no public transport to the BAM Test Site Technical Safety. BAM organises individual transport on demand. The area map below shows you how to reach the site.
COMING BY CAR FROM THE MOTORWAY BERLIN RING SOUTH
- Leave the road B101 at the exit B246 „Zossen/Beelitz/Trebbin”
- Turn right, direction Christinendorf
- Pass Christinendorf
- At the next cross road turn right, direction Sperenberg, Gadsdorf
- Pass Gadsdorf
- At the next cross road turn left, direction Sperenberg
- Pass Kummersdorf-Alexanderdorf and Sperenberg
- At Sperenberg: follow direction Luckenwalde/Baruth
- At Kummersdorf-Gut: leave the bending main road and go straight ahead
- After 800 m reach the gate of the BAM Test Site Technical Safety

COMING BY CAR FROM SOUTH VIA B96
- Leave the road B96 at the exit/direction „Zossen/Golßen/Luckau/Zentrum”
- Turn left into road B96
- Pass Wierigsdorf, Giessmannsdorf, Rüdingsdorf … Baruth
- At Baruth: take the first exit of the round about (stay at B96)
- Turn left into road L707
- When entering Horstwalde the gate of the BAM Test Site Technical Safety is on the right side

COMING BY CAR FROM MOTORWAY A13
- Leave the motorway A13 at the exit „Baruth/Mark”, direction „Baruth/Mark/Glashütte”
- Pass Baruth
- Turn left into road B96, direction “Luckau/Golßen”
- Turn right into road L707
- When entering Horstwalde the gate of the BAM Test Site Technical Safety is on the right side

BAM TTS LAGEPLAN
Wege zur BAM

BAM Testgelände Technische Sicherheit
An der Düne 44
OT Horstwalde
15837 Baruth/Mark
Telefon: +49 30 8104 -0

GPS-Koordinaten

Westschranke (Hauptzufahrt)
52° 05' 37" Nord = 52° 05,62368' Nord = 52,09372800 Nord
13° 22' 52" Ost = 13° 22,87302' Ost = 13,38121700 Ost

Südschranke
52° 05' 05" Nord = 52° 05,08333' Nord = 52,08472222 Nord
13° 24' 45" Ost = 13° 24,75000' Ost = 13,41250000 Ost

Koordinaten für Google Maps
Westschranke (Hauptzufahrt)
52.09372800 13.38121700

Südschranke
52.08472222 13.41250000